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Stevens Magic Exclusive

Illusion Arts Magic
Presents...

Shift/Shape
Instant Magic! Easy To
Do!  Top Quality, Unique
and Unusual Magic!
Mechancially Perfect!
Great for Close-Up &
P a r l o r — I n t i m a t e
Performances!

From the makers of the Tesseract Transposition, comes a new effect that
features a very attractive cabinet with a solid 3-inch block, engraved with very a
mysterious Celtic design. A small alter is
presented and the engraved block is placed
inside. The block has the ability to alter its
shape and matching motion to the words
said by the Magi. The cover is briefly placed
on top. Following a brief incantation, the
cover is removed to reveal that the block
has its shape shifted to a round orb.

This effect is flexible and can be used as a
final reveal of
any object
that can fit
inside. This
device lends
itself to any
number of
story lines and routines. It is made from
hardwoods and beautifully finished in the Illusion
Arts Magic style. The highlight is the engraved
Celtic designs in the block, and the brass feet
on the altar. A great trick for the tabletop wizard
or a conversation piece on your desk.  See video
performance of this magical miracle!

$199

Another NewAnother NewAnother NewAnother NewAnother New
Miracle PresentedMiracle PresentedMiracle PresentedMiracle PresentedMiracle Presented
By Stevens Magic!By Stevens Magic!By Stevens Magic!By Stevens Magic!By Stevens Magic!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shift-shape-by-illusion-arts-magic/
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Stevens Magic Exclusive

Illusion Arts Magic Presents...
Tesseract Transposition

This is a flash transposition that is visually stunning. The magician introduces
two pedestal holders with covers and explains the story of the Tesseract cube.
A source of tremendous power endowed by the norese god Odin, it brings
good luck to anyone who possesses it. It can move through space and time. To
demonstrate, the Tesseract is placed in one of the holders and a brass rod is
passed through it to lock it in place. A second brass rod is placed in the empty
holder. The covers are held above the holders and, when they are put in place
and immediately lifted, the Tesseract has vanished from the holder to appear
in the other. The magic happens in an instant and the cube can be removed
from its new home and shown all around.

This effect is available in two sizes:  Large (3 inch) and Small (2.5
inch)—this smaller version has limited availability.  You will receive both
holders with covers, the cubes, two brass wands and full performance instructions.
Unique magic apparatus is hard to find!

It’s a fabulous transposition
effect. You will love the
workings involved with this
effect! NO electronics! Lends
itself to your own creative
patter and presentations!

Large (3.0)...$375
Small (2.5)...$325
(Limited Availability)

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tesseract-illusion-arts-2-25/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tesseract-illusion-arts-2-25/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tesseract-illusion-arts-3-25/
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Mental Miracles
Charles Gauci’s

Body Language &
Eye To Eye Special

Charles’ routine alone is worth the
price of this special package.

This special package contains:  Deluxe Eye
to Eye—Charles’ reputation-making effect
(as featured in his A Lifetime of Magic Book).
You must see the video to realize the power

of this effect.  Body Language—This is one
of my favorite effects because you can
perform it close-up, table-hopping, cabaret
or even on the largest stage. It also has great
impromptu benefits and resets immediately.

Comes complete with all you need—Body Language comes with a set of five
one-inch balls plus a beautiful quality bag.  Eye to Eye Two methods DVD with
performance and explanation. Reputation Makers DVD performance and
explanation of six top effects.  Why spend $50.00 on an inferior knock-off
when you can get the real deal for the same price—PLUS Charles’ Reputation
Makers DVD.

Important Note: The “only” thing that you will require that does not come in this
package is a PK Ring.

Complete Set...$50
TP Prediction

TP Prediction allows you to predict a chosen time of
day and it also allows you to reveal your prediction in a
very dramatic fashion. By working with any decent quality
toilet paper, which is inherently funny, you can unroll the
paper and reveal your prediction one digit at a time. This
builds suspense and makes the final revelation that much
stronger.

Trick comes with a detailed script and instructions. A set-
up pad is included and refills are easy to find,  any 3 x 5
blank file cards. If you have ever tried to write or draw on
toilet paper you know it’s next to impossible as the paper
tears. We supply you with a stencil so that you can daub the prediction on using a
Magnum Sharpie (not supplied).

Comes with Prediction Stencils (custom made in plastic).  Several different outcomes
for repeated dates.  Set-up index cards and the complete detailed routine with
built-in laughs refined for over 20 years.

$40

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/body-language-eye-to-eye-special-package-gauci/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tp-prediction/
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Omar Ferret Presents...
Cup And Coin

Half Dollar
Visual Magic! Incredible

craftsmanship!
As you would expect from the name
Omar Ferret. Omar’s work reminds me
of Auke Van Dokkum, as it’s the same
high-quality craftsmanship, and again just
like Auke, Omar also is a professional
performer—simply watching this video
demo will convey that. This is a fantastic
utility prop for close-up, parlor and
especially for those who enjoy coin
magic. The unit is constructed by hand
by Omar Ferret. The cup does “all the
work” for you! Think of the possibilities
you can incorporate using this custom
crafted effect. Even better, the fact that

these are made by hand – means they will not be mass manufactured – which
means you will have something unique and special.

Dimensions: Each unit weights 1.3 ounces.  The mouth
measures 1.5 inches and it stands 1 5/8 inches tall.
The cup comes with the special Kennedy Half Dollar
gimmick and a velveteen bag.

Important Note: While no skill is needed since the
cup does all the work, this product is geared toward
medium to advanced coin workers, who have command
of basic techniques.  We provide (for a limited time)
a free 63 page booklet —($15 Value)—The
Modern Coin Cup by Doug Brewer.

Complete Set..$95

AAAAATTENTION ALL!TTENTION ALL!TTENTION ALL!TTENTION ALL!TTENTION ALL!
We have a new website... SteSteSteSteStevvvvvensMaensMaensMaensMaensMagicgicgicgicgic.Global.Global.Global.Global.Global

Check it out - it has over 12,000
magical tricks, books, downloads and DVDs!

Also Available in Eisenhower Dollar for $140.00

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cup-and-coin-omar-ferret-with-book-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cup-and-coin-half-omar-ferret-2/
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Brand New—SVENPad!
SVENPad Pocket Size

This is the SVENPad that started it all!
Price includes a PAIR!  The pocket size
(4.25 x 5.5 inches) is the most popular
option and can be used for close-up or
stage. Ideal for pre-show. It looks innocent,
but in performance the pocket size is a killer.
BONUS: While supplies last, we will
include a FREE Pen.

Your perfect FORCE has never been
SIMPLER, MORE DECEPTIVE or more
hands-free!  This innocent little pad is
destined to become one of your favorite
mind reading utility props!

$50
SVENPad Stage Size

You need a larger sized pad for Stage and Parlor
—NO PROBLEM! New stage size (8.5 x 5.5
inches) Price includes a PAIR!  It looks
innocent, but is a killer.  BONUS: While supplies
last, we will include a FREE Pen.

Your perfect FORCE has never been SIMPLER,
MORE DECEPTIVE or more hands-free!  This
innocent pad is destined to become one of your
favorite mind reading utility props!

$65

THE WORLD’S FINEST SVENGALI PADS!

SVENPad Mini
You get a PAIR of MINIs (3 x 4.5 inch) for
this price!  A little fancier! Gorgeous! The new
SVENPad Minis have elegantly black leatherette
covers, but STILL look like something you bought
at the local stationery store. These bad boys are
also 30% smaller than the popular pocket size,
with all the SVEN features you’ve come to know
and love. They sport more durable black covers
that will better withstand heavier performance use.

BONUS: While supplies last, we will include a
FREE Pen.

$65

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/svenpad-mini-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/svenpad-pocket-size/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/svenpad-stage-size-2/
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Brand New—SVENPad!
THE WORLD’S FINEST SVENGALI NOTES!

SVEN Notes
SVEN Notes (3 x 3 inches)
Stealthy and perfect! You get
three SVEN Note pads with each
order! SVEN Notes look just like
Post-It notes on every desk. The
backs have brown paper and
recycling artwork that makes sure
these will fly under the radar. With
the new SVEN Notes, you will
discover the same precision
manufacturing that has made all
the SVENPads world renowned!

BONUS: While supplies last, we will include a FREE Pen—the perfect pen to use
with this product!

Multiple SVEN Notes will allow you to create a multitude of possibilities with a
variety of spectators!  You get three pads for this price! The SVEN Notes are a
UTILITY PROP.

$40

SVEN Triple Banks
Precision crafted with genuine
“Astrobrights” neon colored paper,
the SVEN Triple Banks (5 x 3.5
inches) represent the newest and
easiest to perform method EVER for
your favorite Confabulation plot,
Clue games and so much more. Your
audience experiences three ultra
clean and undetectable forces—with
your imagination being the only
limitation. There are 120 total pages, allowing 40 pages for each force bank
section.

BONUS: While supplies last, we will include a FREE Pen—the perfect pen to use
with this product!

The SVEN Triple Banks are a UTILITY PROP. Most pros and hobbyists are
already familiar with a multitude of ways that they could use this powerful tool.
These are easy to carry. The multitude of effects possible are endless.

$40

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sven-notes/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/svenpad-triple-blanks/
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SVEN KøD Pad
NEW! SVENPad™ KøD (5 x 3
inches) Introducing the KøD, a
quantum leap in the world
renowned SVENPad™ lineup.
Take your performances to the
next level—there is nothing else
like it! Behold the little memo pad
you’ve known since childhood, but
reborn as an incredible
SVENPad™. Built from scratch,
from the ground up, with an all-
new SPIRAL binding which oh so
innocently hides the forcing secrets

within. NO hype. NO exaggerations. NO expense has been spared in creating
this ultimate SVENPad,™ the first spiral bound SVENPad.™ SVENPad KøD took
over two months of precision development to create the world’s first “Spira-Glu”
binding, combining LINED PAPER with a double glazed center spine—hole
punched—collated to precision—then cosmetically spiral bound for a perfect
“illusion” of an ordinary memo pad. You won’t believe it when you hold it as you
cannot see the center glue holding everything perfectly!  The spiral can be at
the top or along the side, depends on manufacturer, so this will vary!

All pages appear to be held by the spiral binding, but they are not. The SVENPad™
KøD opens naturally from the bottom, with (first ever in a SVENPad™) custom
printed college ruled paper. This paper is thicker than store-bought paper stock
to minimize bleed and is actually custom printed. Every little detail has been thought
out, so you can concentrate on your performance.

• MEMO pad available in two bright cover colors: RED or YELLOW.
• FREE moving front & back covers—just like any memo pad!
• TOP & BOTTOM opening design!
• NEW Spira-Glu spine binding—the first in the world!
• INNOCENT covers—perfect weight—perfect looking!
• 40 pages per pad.
• COLLEGE ruled lined paper!
• You get only one pad—Specify RED or YELLOW.

$25

Brand New—SVENPad!

SVENPad Add On Pen
PENTEL ENERGEL PEN 1.0 MM For
your convenience, which offer thicker lines,
no bleed-through and instant drying ink

with clear black lines. Do NOT use Sharpie with your SVENPads™!  If
you’re smart, you’ll get a few extra pens for your SVENPads. Unless you are
really good at not losing things!

$3.75

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/svenpad-kod-5-x-3%E2%80%B3-yellow-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/svenpad-kod-5-x-3%E2%80%B3-red/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/svenpad-kod-5-x-3%E2%80%B3-yellow-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/svenpad-add-on-pen/
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Cbring Thumb
Writer Deluxe

Set
The Cbring Thumb Writer is
a hand-crafted, quality item. It
is made out of steel, that not only
guarantees a long life of the
writer, but it also makes the
writer magnetic. Together with
the included magnetic clip, this
feature makes it easy to wear
and to conceal. The lead has a
forward pointing angle which
makes it possible to write longer
words and names. This design
allows writing with both the

thumb extended (as with a thumb tip writer) or in an angle (as with a Swami). The
bands on the writer are adjustable and, together with the curved-shaped writer,
you will get a 100% secured writer on your thumb— perfect for accurate writing.

The writer has a 2mm pencil lead, and included are both a piece of red and a
piece of black pencil lead. The lead is well fixed in the writer and it is also very
easy to renew the lead when needed.

In the deluxe set, you will get everything, including my new clipboard that has a
magnetic hold out for the gimmick. The clip on top of the pad and an extra flap
on the back make the board perfect for writing longer names. The board will be
totally secured in the hand and leaves the thumb free for writing.

Again, the Cbring Thumb Writer Deluxe Set
includes—
• 1 pencil lead thumb writer
• 1 listo lead 5mm (grease marker) thumb writer
• 1 magnetic clip
• 1 neodymium magnet
• 1 red and 1 black extra pencil lead
• 1 red and 1 black extra listo lead
• 1 gimmicked clipboard (shown on the right).

“The best writer I’ve ever used.” --Stephen Young

“The best writer – period.” --Neal Scryer

“Totally terrific – I love them!” --Jon Stetson
$70

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cbring-thumb-writer-deluxe-set-metal-writing/
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Viking Magic—Bright Lights!
Flash Wand

Electronic
Flash Wand Electronic is rechargeable. Super-
bright flash. The price is economical, but the
quality is tops. Beautiful, lightweight, black
wand with white tips. Anytime you need a burst
of light to punch up a vanish or production,
just tap with your wand and a bright flash will
highlight the moment the “magic” takes place!

A small, almost invisible button allows you to
control this extremely bright flash.
Rechargeable so no batteries to mess with.
Comes with its own power cord for charging.
Wand measures 13 inches long.

$37.50
Sold Out AtSold Out AtSold Out AtSold Out AtSold Out At
Magic LiveMagic LiveMagic LiveMagic LiveMagic Live

2016!2016!2016!2016!2016!

Super Light
“Professional Model”

This is one of the brightest
models available. You can pulse
the light to produce a bright flash
or hold it on for the normal
D’Lite routine. This unit
produces an amazing amount of
BRIGHT light due to the bright
LED’s used.

Comes complete with two
units, thumb tips (adult size)
and detailed instructions.

This is an upgraded D’Lite-type set, rechargeable using a power cable included.
Available in both WHITE or RED.  Please specify when ordering.

$49

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/flash-wand-electronic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/super-light-red/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/super-light-red/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/super-light-white/
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Viking Mental Magic
Joao Miranda’s

Vision Box
This effect is so transparent that no
one will believe it! Vision Box is an
amazing utility prop that allows the
magician/mentalist to perform a
totally invisible switch, right under the
nose of the spectators. With it, the
spectators clearly see the folded piece
being removed from the box, without
any suspicious moves and in the
cleanest way possible.

Key Points regarding Vision Box: After the switch, the box is totally examinable.
The switch is extremely clean; visual. No clue as to the switch.  The piece that is
inside the box is a 3D piece, making the illusion much more real. Nothing to ditch.
It a small, compact box.  You can still perform a shuttle pass with Vision Box,
being perfect if the spectators are extremely close to the magician.

You can perform Vision Box with any cards, bills or papers. Instructional video
link included with detailed instructions. Very well produced.

$69
Hour Glass

Mind power-visual-stunning-impossible! Hour Glass
has been made by various builders over the years, but
this Russian-made version is quite nice and works
perfectly. The size of the glass makes this a perfect
close-up effect that can be carried inside your jacket
pocket (measures approximately 5 inches tall).

The performer relates a story about a wizard or ‘ancient
one’ who could control time. Removing a small hour
glass from his pocket (or pouch-not supplied), the
performer turns the Hour Glass over and begins the
passing of time. Suddenly, at the performer’s command,
the sand stops flowing. The performer does NOT touch
the Hour Glass, and yet, upon his command the sand
stops dead in its tracks. Another snap of the fingers and
the sand begins to flow again.

The effect is under the performer’s control—yet no
electronics, motors, timers, etc. are used. Nothing is
hidden in the hand. The Hour Glass can be minutely
examined by the spectators and can then be immediately
used in performance. No contrived set-up; resets instantly.

$99

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/vison-box-joao-miranda/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hourglass/
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Viking Quality Magic

Dove Mat
The performer shows a velvet mat on all sides,
then he folds it in half and inserts a live dove in
the center. The mat is now snapped open and
the dove visibly changes into a white silk hank.

A very nice and quick effect. Can be performed
surrounded. No body loads, etc. Can be used
to change silk hanks into flowers, a blendo effect
and more.  Very easy to perform; takes up very
little room. Constructed with top quality black
velvet with wide gold trim. Beautiful production/exchange mat. Complete with
instructions.

$49.50

Fire Dove Bag
The performer begins by placing a small white silk hank
into a beautiful satin bag.  He then sets the contents
on fire, flames shooting upward from the opening of
the bag.  The fire is extinguished by quickly closing the
bag and then the bag pulled completely open revealing
the interior and out flies a real live dove.

Fire section does NOT have to be used, so you can use
this bag as a transformation bag.  Just pop it open and
watch as a large bouquet of spring flowers pops into
the air (flowers are not supplied). Our new design is

made from top quality wine-colored satin.  Sold to adults only!
$78

Alan Wakeling’s
Handcuff  Escape

One of Alan’s outstanding presentations
is his Handcuff Escape. This performance is
routined for maximum impact. It has magic,
mystery and comedy. It packs small and plays really
big.  Sadly, we are not able to include the Wakeling
routine, BUT anyone having access to Jim
Steinmeyer's great book, The Magic of Alan

Wakeling, can find a complete description of this wonderful routine.

Bag measures 18 x 12 inches. Supplied with two chrome chains, chrome steel
rings and specially constructed bag with leather accents, including basic instructions.
One addition that the original did not have was a secret compartment which will
allow you to hide things like the jumbo key, lighter, shot glass of liquid and more.
JUMBO KEY NOW INCLUDED—PLUS a perfect rubber cap to seal your
shot glass—all at no extra charge!

$89

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fire-dove-bag-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dove-mat-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dove-mat-viking/
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Close-Up Card Tricks!
Ton Onosaka’s
Epsilon Card

A beautiful Card Penetration—before or after a
card routine! You can penetrate a Bicycle card
with—your choice of a steel ball, card, silk or a
cigar! Right before the eyes of your audience! A
good finish to a card routine or perform it just as it
is. A clever penetration!

Each Epsilon Card is handmade to perfection,
and yes, it is a “gaffed card.” The gimmick is well

made and will last a long, long time! (No latex involved here). See video of
performance and ideas! Top quality.

$35Poker Deck Split
Poker Deck Split is a very visual quickie that
catches everyone by surprise! You won’t believe
how quickly the visible change happens. The
performer displays a standard box of Bicycle playing
cards. A quick snap and the poker box explodes
into two mini bicycle decks. This is quick, easy
and visual. You’ll work this minutes after receiving
it. Very well made.

You receive the special deck that morphs into two
mini card boxes. Standard box measures: 3.5 x 2.5
inches. Mini Boxes measure: 2.5 x 1.75 inches each.

$18
Bob Page’s

Business Card
Paradox

This is a five piece puzzle that you or
your spectators assemble into a Four of
Clubs. Explaining that this is a 2-sided
puzzle, you turn over four of the pieces
and assemble them to form the back
design of the card.  The puzzle is

complete, but there is an extra piece left! Hand the piece to the spectator and, to
her amazement, it is your business card.

An ideal way to give away your business card. Instead of your business card, you
can also use cards with any message you want printed on them.  Comes complete
with everything you need. Use your own business card (standard US size of 3.5 x
2 inches). Self-working.  A great item you will carry with you and use.

$15

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/epsilon-card-ton-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/poker-deck-split/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/business-card-paradox-bob-page/
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The Classics Of Magic
Cube A Libre

Improved, Upgraded
Version

This was an excellent effect over
85 years ago and it still is today!

The numbers on two stacks of
blocks are arranged in different
orders.  One stack is covered with
a tube.  Upon the tube’s removal,
the numbers match on both
stacks.  The tube can be shown
empty at any time.  The numbers
always match regardless of how

the blocks are stacked.

Impeccable design, manufactured to exact
specifications.  A class effect, excellent
craftsmanship!  This model features a
completely new mechanism that is brilliant!
Comes with Performance DVD.

Both tubes stand 17.25 inches tall. Each block
measures 3 x 3 inches.

Lower Price!  $360

Mel Babcock’s
Die Box

Handsomely made from fine walnut
wood, this die box features an innovative
principle.  No turning or door knobs
necessary.  The Die Box has four doors.
Both front doors are gimmicked.
Detailed with brass hinges and knobs.
Also fabric-lined. If you do the die box or
want to or wish to collect a fine classical
magic prop, this one is for you!  Mel
Babcock is the modern day Thayer.

Very Limited Quantities!
Available Again...$255

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cube-a-libre/
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Fine Quality Wallets
Card In Wallet
Balducci-Style

VERNET proudly presents one of the
best Card To Wallet methods—the
Balducci/Kaps Model. It is an ideal
model for parlor, close-up and even
“strolling magic” since it does not
require any preparation and it is ready
to be used at any time. It is made by
the most experienced craftsmen in the
finest leather quality.

A card is selected, signed and placed again in the deck. Then, the magician takes
out a wallet from his jacket and gives it to a spectator. When he opens it, he
discovers a zipper compartment. The magician asks him to open it and to reach
inside. He will be amazed when he finds his signed card inside!

Instant Reset.  It’s a professional item. It has the right size.  It looks like a normal
wallet, not a magic prop.  No question, this is high-grade leather quality and we
have seen our share of wallets at Stevens Magic.

Limited Quantity!       Very hard to find... $80

Mullica Wallet
When Tom Mullica introduced his version of the
Card To Wallet, the response was overwhelming!
This may be the most perfect Card To Wallet
Principle ever! While it is easy to do, it is baffling
and entertaining.

At any time and with a borrowed deck, the
performer has a card freely selected, then initialed
or marked for identification. The card is returned
to the pack and shuffled. Then, with an empty hand,
the performer removes the wallet from his pocket.
A face down card is seen in the wallet. A message
on the face of the card instructs the performer to
look in the inner wallet. A smaller wallet is then
removed from the “wallet proper.” Inside this inner
wallet is the chosen card!

No Palming, Forcing or Duplicate Cards. Best of
all, when the performer returns the wallet to his
pocket, it is ready to do again—instantly reset! This custom manufactured wallet is
made from fine quality leather. It is supplied complete with fully illustrated instructions.

$70

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/card-to-wallet-balducci-type/
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Stage Props That Work!
French Arm Chopper

Any spectator’s arm is placed in the
chopper. A large, SOLID BLADE is forced
down through the wrist. The spectator’s
ACTUAL HAND (not a dummy) is seen to
drop off and fall in the bag below!

One of the most copied effects in magic, U.
F. Grant invented the French Arm
Chopper. This is the original and still the
best! This is a BIG trick. It looks wonderful
on the stage, but can be used at a party just
as well. Packs flat, and still light in weight
for easy transporting.

It’s entirely mechanical.  Yes, the blade is
solid and is not switched.  Blade does go
clear down. Any spectator may be used.
Blade does not pivot or hinge.  There are no
holes in the blade.  Spectator’s actual hand
drops into the bag.  Hand is not covered

when blade comes down. Ends of blade extend beyond side of the chopper.

Note: This item is NOT eligible for Table Shipping Rates for 2nd Day or
Next Day.

$155
Multiplying Bottles

8 Bottle Set
We were skeptical at first, but after
examination, we realized we had to
include them in this catalog! There are
many variations and models available, yet
this set might well be the most
economical while still maintaining a high
degree of quality.

The Martini Bottle Set contains:  8
Spun Aluminum Bottles, 2 Spun
Aluminum Anodized Red Covers, NO Chipping Paint, and look-like-real bottles.

Perform the Passe Passe routine:  A Glass and a Bottle under different covers
repeatedly change places. A bottle magically jumps from one tube to the other,
then back! The performer and audience never seem to know where it is.  Then a
second bottle appears, then a third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and finally the
eighth appears! There are bottles everywhere!

$125

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Utility Items
PK

Table
Poltergeist—you better believe
it!  You place four rings on a
table. You have a spectator
pick two and you pick two.
Both rings in your hand are
placed together (not linked)
and they attach themselves to
one another! The spectator
cannot duplicate your actions!
You trade rings with the
spectator and you can still do
the effect while he can’t.

You can also...cause a match to dance in
a spectator’s hand and cause a card to
stand up on its edge.  With this HAND
MADE case, you can come up with
hundreds of effects.

Comes complete with—Shimmed
Match, Shimming Plate, Beautifully
Crafted Case, 2 Jumbo Steel Rings
and 5 Small Steel Rings.

$150

Eureka
Table Base

Height adjustments from 26 to 50 inches, makes
this base very versatile. Raises and lowers with
a touch of the fingers. Folds up or down with
no loose parts and nothing to unscrew or tighten.
Press a button and the legs come out. Press
another and the center rod comes out and locks
into place where you stop. This table base has
a 22-inch spread, so it is very stable. Non-tarnish
finish. Plastic tips on legs will not mar the floor.
Complete with flange.

$65

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/pk-table/
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PAYMENT METHOD:

  MasterCard     Visa        Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone—Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We’re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas •  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 •  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Minimum Ship Charges:

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas •  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 •  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com
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Important—PLEASE READ!

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (use Code: SME111516)SME111516)SME111516)SME111516)SME111516)

Offer cannot be used in combination with any other promotion or
special.  Some items are non-discountable or listed as a special

price, these are not eligible for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires November 15, 2016

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use it! It is
NOT given automatically, and will not be applied retroactively!

Coupon Code: SME111516Coupon Code: SME111516Coupon Code: SME111516Coupon Code: SME111516Coupon Code: SME111516

Attention Our International Customers
Due to the very high postage rates for shipping overseas from the
United States.  Starting in January 2017, we will be limiting the actual number
of catalogs that we mail internationally to 2 a year—Summer and Winter catalogs.
(These will be the 64-page catalogs.)  The rest of the year, (six other issues), will
be available online in PDF format.  You will be notified that the new catalog is
available through our Stevens Magic Magic E-mail Flashes.  (You can now see,
on our website all of the catalogs sent this year!)

BY SPECIAL REQUEST
If you want us to send you a hardcopy catalog, please send your name and address
to the following e-mail address:  marciad@stevensmagic (Marcia Deitchler)
and she will make sure you get a catalog sent directly to you.  IF you do not
have a computer, or have difficulty with the internet, send us a letter
stating that you would still like to receive a hard copy catalog.  (Address
on this catalog) and Marcia will make sure that you still receive a catalog.

We appreciate your good business for all of these years and hope you
understand the rise in international shipping costs are getting to be
prohibitive!  Thank you for your understanding!

Joe Stevens

http://www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Available Again!!

Shown for size only! Does not
come with deck of  cards!

FINALLY AVAILABLE!!!
Driebeck Die Mini

Close-Up Version
Over 20 years to finalize this high
quality Mini Driebeck Die that is
perfect for close-up performances!

Customers have waited a long time
for the return of this fantastic item!
And so have we!  One of the greatest
“close-up” items from the Ken
Brooke Magic Range.  Audiences love
it!  Easy to perform.  Seems

impossible.  You’ve enjoyed the stage-size
for years — now, enjoy the close-up version
too!

Comes complete with everything you need
to do this fabulous effect and all packaged
in an orange jute bag for easy storing.

$65

Ben Stone’s
Delben Two-Hole

Arm Chopper
This is the ONLY authorized version and has been
a long time off the market. This is a real attention-
getting effect.  A mini-illusion that’s easy to carry
and easy to perform.  Good comedy...Good
mystery... Good entertainment! A favorite of Terry
Seabrooke’s act for years and years.

Extremely safe, the blade never comes near the
spectator’s arms.  Features a great ending—take off the front and back (break it
down) to find the spectator’s wrists through the two holes in the blade!  See more
details on website.

$650
Carrying Case...$75

If you pay more — You’ll pay too much!
If you pay less — You’ll be disappointed!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/driebeck-die-ken-brooke-mini-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/delben-two-hole-arm-chopper-without-carrying-case-2/
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Ultimate
Levitation Pen

You hand the pen to a spectator and they
can use it to write on a card or bill. You
take it back and IMMEDIATELY cause it
to levitate in the most beautiful horizontal
position, with absolutely no fussing or
fidgeting trying to find the center.

This is EASY. You could literally hook in
PERFECTLY with your eyes closed.  There
is no tying. Fearson’s new connection
method eliminates that completely!  No
tape, wax or other sticky stuff for those eagle-eyed spectators to spot… even up
close!  Because the pen is so light, it responds as if it were really floating. The
reduced weight also allows you to use the very thinnest threads available if your
conditions require it.

Along with the specially gimmicked Sharpie, you will receive everything you need
to perform, including access to a comprehensive online tutorial video featuring
Steve Fearson, and one original Vectra Thread Bullet containing over 40 feet of
super strong invisible thread ($10 value). Steve teaches two hookups on the video,
and this product is suitable for all skill levels from absolute beginner to pro. No prior
knowledge of thread work is required.

  $35

Tric Tac
Miracle Magician’s Wax

Tric Tac Magician’s Wax strikes the
perfect balance between tackiness,
malleability and strength. Use it for any
effect that requires sticky magician’s
wax. It softens quickly in the fingertips,
and the translucent pellets are nearly
clear when pressed onto a playing card
or fingernail. Disguised as a box of Tic
Tacs, you can grab one right in front of

your audience without them suspecting a thing. And it sticks to virtually anything
without leaving a mess.

This wax can stick cards or coins together or put a card on the ceiling. It’s strong
enough to use for light thread work too.

The box contains over 200 pellets of Tric Tac wax and BONUS link to your
Card On Ceiling video tutorial featuring Steve Fearson.

$10

Steven Fearson Presents...

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tric-tac-miracle-magicians-wax/
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Steven Fearson Presents...

Levitation
Impossible

ANYONE can do this and you can
perform it just about anywhere…Up
close, even in broad daylight!

Now you can perform a truly impossible
feat of levitation without complicated
body hookups, without fumbling with
reels and without fear of the object falling
to the ground because your thread
snapped. Impossible has never been so
easy!

You will receive all necessary
gimmicks and access to a
comprehensive online instructional DVD. (Bonus alternate presentation
ideas included.)

IMPORTANT:  You supply the bill and the glass.
    $29.50

ICED
There is something special about
doing magic with an ephemeral
object, something that exists for only
a short time. In this case, we’re
talking about ice. Ice is a magical
thing. It appears spontaneously in
water, a substance essential to life.
Defying gravity, it floats to the top
where it shines like a diamond. If
we touch it or try to hold it, it melts
away, vanishing like a magician,
transforming back into water again.

Floating water in its crystalized state is the ultimate levitation effect. To a spectator,
the idea of a thread attached to, or a magnet hidden in the ice is immediately ruled
out, there is no proving required when the ice begins to float. Your audience will
know instantly and intuitively that what they’re seeing is absolutely impossible.

Spectator can grab any piece, there’s nothing attached!  Ice is under your full
control during the levitation! Ingenious secret will blow you away! You’ll receive
the special gimmicks that make this miracle possible and a comprehensive tutorial
video that makes learning a breeze.

    $18

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Truly Fascinating Card Effects
Get Sharky

The magician explains that he is going to show
a trick that was performed by a famous 1-armed
magician. To demonstrate, he places his right
hand in his pocket. With his left hand, he holds
up a deck of cards and instructs the spectator to
peek at any card he likes.

Without any suspicious moves, the magician
hands out the deck to the spectator and
nonchalantly snaps his fingers. The spectator is
now asked to go through the deck and find his
chosen card. The spectator looks through the
deck but the card has vanished! The magician
slowly removes his right hand from his pocket
and shows the selected card! A miracle.

Christoph Borer released this effect years ago,
Now, it is available in an even more convincing version using Phoenix cards.  This
is a great effect and can be performed onstage, parlor and close-up. Remember,
everything happens in the spectator’s hands. The deck can be examined and
the effect can be immediately repeated with a different outcome!

$80

Poker Test 2.0
The magician shows five cards which are all fanned
out.  The backs are all painted with the same eclectic
blue back pattern, while all the faces are blank.  The
magician closes the fan and asks a spectator if they
can remember the bottom “face up” card that they
just viewed.  The spectator is naturally puzzled by the
question, as they all were blank faces.  Yet the magician
now shows the bottom card is really an Ace of
Diamonds.  It gets better because not only did the
Ace of Diamonds magically appear from a previously
blank faced deck, but now the magician displays all
the backs of the cards—magically changed to familiar RED back Bicycle Poker
Cards! For a powerful finale, the magician reveals the fronts of all the previously
seen blank faced cards—and he is left holding a royal flush—the best hand you can
have in poker!

These are powerful, mulit-sequencial magic effects and even better:  Can be done
sleeveless or naked.  Resets in a matter of seconds.  Self contained.   Gimmicks
included.  Bonus handling and routine ideas.  Versatile gimmick.  Comes with
everything you need and a DVD.

Versatile Gimmick Included...$25

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Louie Gaynor Exclusives
Olde English
Wrist Stocks

Now You Can Be A Houdini!
Here’s how it goes... Performer asks for
assistance of one or two spectators.  The stocks
are examined and a colorful story is told about
these inescapable restraints.  (Even Houdini had
trouble escaping from these simple stocks?)
Placed on a spectator, there is no way they can
get out of them, without the simple secret!  Then
the performer is locked into the ominous
looking stocks.  The un-gaffed antique looking
four lever English padlocks are placed and closed

on the performer’s wrists!  The artist’s confined arms are now hidden from view
for just a moment by either a screen or even a 36-inch silk and the performer
walks free displaying the still locked restraints in his hands!

Built by master craftsman, Louie Gaynor, this clever ideas was gleaned from a set
of Thayer “Stocks of Solomon” made years ago, and is sure to please any
audience.  Built from textured lightweight Redwood. Sturdy and built to last.  No
reset, always ready to go.  A fast and sensational escape illusion!  Great for stage
or parlor!

Available In 3 Sizes!  See Website For Details!!  $160

Supreme Divination
A Magical-Mental-Miracle!

By permission of Owen Magic Supreme.
Made for us by craftsman, Louie Gaynor.

A solid brass bar is dropped into one of the three
numbered openings in a beautiful walnut wood
case.  Without having seen this done, the performer
can tell which number contains the bar without
touching the case or opening the lid instantly!
Performer never touches the cabinet.

The principle has stood the “test of time” and
stands alone!  Ingenious!  You will love the “modus
operandi” of this beautifully created effect.  Made
in high-class walnut and deserves a nice place in your collection.  Truly a “Golden
Oldie”!  Don’t miss out on this!  Supreme Divination is self-working,
instantly repeatable (no reset is required) and exceptionally
deceptive. Dimensions are 5.25-inches long by 3-inches wide and 4.5-inches
tall.  Whether you purchase it as a collector, mentalist or magical performer this is
one item that easily appeals and satisfies all of the disciplines of magic.

$250

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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FingerTration
The performer borrows a paper bill currency from any
spectator and displays both sides of the bill.  The
performer then folds the bill in half lengthwise, held
horizontally in the performer’s left hand with the now
folded over section of the bill facing downward.  The
performer then points upward into the fold from
underneath the bill with the index finger of their right
hand, directly at the center of the bill’s open “middle”.

The performer now partially inserts their right hand index
finger into the bottom of the bill’s open center when
suddenly they thrust their index finger right through the
center of the bill—“in one side and out the other”—the
performer’s index finger is now actually seen to be emerging from atop the other
side of the bill, its “outside” surface.  The performer is now seen to visibly slide
their penetrating index finger vertically up or down, right through the center of the
bill when suddenly they are seen to pull their finger completely out of the bill.

Performance Benefits: Always ready to perform.  Easy to master.  Can be
instantly repeated. Totally Impromptu! Can be performed seated or standing.

$25

You Hear The
Bill Being

Penetrated!

Spectral
Levitation

Everything is BORROWED—a
handkerchief, silk or napkin.
Everything can be examined—before
or after.  Instantly repeatable
anywhere.  Totally impromptu.
Excellent for table-hopping.  Carry it
in your pocket.

Performer borrows a silk/handkerchief/napkin and shows it to be innocent.  He
then places a coin, ring or other small object under the cover...it slowly starts to
rise up and up and up!  The item will rise up to 5 inches above the table top while
still under the cover.  The performer then proceeds to tap the risen item with a
pen, spoon, etc...proving the borrowed item is still in there.  Upon its return to
the table top, it is immediately uncovered allowing for both the cover and the
borrowed object to be returned.

Comes complete with manuscript and photos showing entire routine
and secret.  PLUS—you receive the custom “hand-made” gimmick made
by BUMA—innovative as only Buma can make them!

$47.50

Buma’s House Of Magic

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Hand-Crafted Exclusives

Crochet Balls
4-Ball Sets

These vibrant, classic colored balls
(available in RED and BLUE) really stand
out on most close- up pads. Each ball is
meticulously hand-made in tight stitching
with sturdy cotton thread and are 1 inch
in size. They are washable to retain their
vibrant colors. The comfortable texture
provides a positive grip. Unlike cork
balls, these balls bounce. Each set comes
with four balls.  Manufactured by Big
John!

Red or Blue...$20

Crochet Ball
Final Load

These vibrant, classic colored balls
(available in RED and BLUE) really stand
out on most close-up pads and at 2
inches each—they really impress. Each
ball is meticulously hand-made in tight
stitching with sturdy cotton thread. They
are washable to retain their vibrant
colors. The comfortable texture provides
a positive grip. Unlike cork balls, these
balls bounce. Photo shows three final
load balls, but these are sold individually.
Manufactured by Big John!

Red or Blue...$20 each

Buma’s S-O-S
(Silent, Original, Suspension)

The performer borrows any bill and while
holding the bill at tips of both hands asks a
spectator to pick up a glass full of any liquid
and to place it on one end of the bill.
Viola…the performer lets go of one end and
the glass of liquid is sitting suspended on
top of the bill and no spilling occurs.  Nothing
collapses! Nothing falls to the ground!
IMPOSSIBLE, but true.

The glass is removed and the bill is returned immediately to the spectator.  Easy to
master. No sleeve work! No threads, wires, magnets or mirrors!  No sleights! Nothing
to break!  No parts to replace! Always ready to perform and fits in your pocket.  All
items are borrowed and may be repeated at once.   Excellent impromptu magic.
Hundreds sold! P.S. You can do the effect with a cell phone as well!

     $48
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Exclusive Classics

Eric Ross Presents...
Zoran’s Horror Finger

You show an ordinary snap blade razor knife
that is used for opening boxes, trimming paper
or just about cutting anything.  You extend the
blade out and draw it across your finger—
everyone cringes and asks you to “Stop!”  But,
you press on and BLOOD oozes out around
the blade as it slices through HALF of your
finger.  Men will scream!  Ladies will run away!
(So did Richard Kaufman when he saw it!)  The
effect is TOO REAL!  Even YOU will believe
that the blade has sliced through half your finger.  The illusion is perfect.

The effect is mind boggling and to see it is to believe it.  No photo can do it justice.
Completely safe and non-toxic.  Comes complete with theatrical blood, special
knife, ungaffed knife and DVD performance and explanation.  Made by
Louie Gaynor exclusively for Stevens Magic!  We are pleased to bring this back
to the magic fraternity!

   $60

Jim Hooper’s
Nemo Jumbo Rising Cards
Made famous by Ken Brooke, Roy Johnson
and Paul Daniels.

Three jumbo cards rise out of the houlette—one
at a time and in three different ways!  Cards are
freely selected.  A Perspex houlette is fully
examined and cards placed inside.  The first card
rises up mysteriously from the houlette and is
confirmed by the first spectator.  A silk or
handkerchief is draped over the houlette for the
second card rise.  The magician whistles or plays
a tune on a magic flute and the selected card
rises up under the silk!  Now for the “Finale”.
The third and final card is placed into a simple

envelope and this is placed into the houlette.  The spectator holds the houlette
up and instructs the envelope to rise!  The envelope then rises up out of the
houlette.  The spectator commands the envelope to open... and the flap of the
envelope slowly opens.  With the spectator still holding the houlette in their
hands, they command the card to rise up out of the envelope and unbelievably;
it does RISE up and out of the envelope. You, the performer, control all
raisings of cards.

Comes complete with everything you need.  See Paul Daniels performance
on website and more details as well.

 $375
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Luca Volpe Presents...
Powerful Words

By Luca Volpe & Alex Le Fanu
We all know that Mentalism is hot!  The latest,
fastest-growing per formance venue is
“corporate” or specialty-themed performances.
Nothing has a greater impact than incorporating
a central theme into a show!  This book will
teach you exactly how to do just that!

Powerful Words is a fully structured and
scripted mentalism show for corporate
performances. This is Luca’s full act, which he
has refined through years of performances.  The
show is designed to fit in a small bag and only
requires props that you already have or that you
can purchase from any stationery supplier.
Corporate companies are willing to pay good
money for a ‘tailor made’ performance, and this

show is structured around a motivational theme that can be easily
adapted to each corporate client.

The show duration is approximately 30 minutes (depending on
your performance style), and the flow is structured in a way to
create a succession of amazing ‘mind-reading’ revelations. It has a
sequence of powerful word revelations. Each one has a specific
meaning that can be used to demonstrate theatrically, techniques
that can be used in our everyday life. It is also interactive, involving

six people. Luca has performed this act in small hotel rooms as well as in big
theaters of up to 1,500 people. This concludes with a double ending, having a
fantastic encore that will not only leave your audience
speechless, but also conveys the message of your company or
theme in an incredible way!

In the book, you will find everything you need to be able to
perform the show, including a full script that has been tested
at hundreds of performances. Plus, you will find links to
download all necessary graphics you need for the show.

Bonuses—Three powerful close up routines:
Finding the Positive, The Wishing Card and Out Of These
Words.  Plus, an essay is included that focuses on how to work
for the corporate world.  Full public and TV rights are included.
Comes with Bonus Prop you will need—FREE!

 Limited Edition...$110
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Truly Gifted & Unique
Handsome Jack etc.

By Handsome Jack
Annotated by John Lovick

The Performance Pieces & Divertissements Of
The Famous Handsome Jack etc.

Written by male model/master magician Handsome Jack
(with footnotes by John Lovick), this treatise is a rarity in
the magic world—it’s as funny (and attractive) as it is
instructive. Handsome Jack, etc. details 20 stand-up
(and close-up) routines with complete scripts, histories and
commentary on their development and performance.

In addition to Jack’s urbane
descriptions, Lovick provides two
essential essays on the subjects of
scripting and persona.

A deluxe, 212-page hardcover with
2-color text, 30 original caricatures

and an introduction by Penn & Teller. This is one hardbound collection
sure to turn heads—just like Handsome Jack.

 $55
Mentalissimo

By John Bannon
In Mentalissimo, John brings his talents to bear on
mentalism and mental magic with playing cards.

You can expect—Squeaky-clean revelations of truly
thought-of cards. Demonstrations of psychic ability that
can’t be explained simply as coincidence. Clear,
commercial prediction systems. Offbeat treatments of
classic mental effects from “Add-A-Number” to “Out Of

This World.”

Thirty items are described
and explained in 21 chapters. Almost all use regular
unprepared cards. Two require a common gaffed card.
Most are impromptu. A couple require a more-than-
minimal stack. A few rely on easily-made external
props. One employs a pack of ESP symbol cards. All

are intelligently explained and laced with commentary and
discussion. Come for the thought-provoking card effects; stay
for the conversation.

 $55
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Sean Taylor Presents...
MindCoaster

MindCoaster is the brand new
hardback mentalism book from Sean
Taylor; one of Australia’s top
corporate performers. Sean’s first
book, MindStorms, quickly
became one of the most recommended books for the
working mentalist (detailed below).

MindCoaster features commercial routines straight
from Sean’s current working repertoire and fascinating
essays on improving your performances. Absolutely
nothing is left out and the routines
have multiple variations and

directions. What’s more, aside from a few thin cards, everything
you need comes from the office store. Here are just some of
the highlights: PsyConFabulous, Fully Loaded Magazine, Lucky
Strike, ONE,  Fourthought,  LOTTO and Pro-Envelope Plus.

Add to these a three envelope test, a Q&A, some more close-
up material and performance essays and you have more than
200 pages of solid working mentalism and mental magic.

$75
MindStorms

This was Sean’s first book on mentalism and it
showcases some his most popular mentalism and
mental magic.  Sean’s original creations have been
seen in his lectures from Australia to London and from
Asia to Las Vegas!  His thinking and developments on
classic mentalism plots have been described as
“revolutionary” and his newer creations are eminently
workable and come directly from his commercial act!

Within this book you’ll find more than 20 routines for
close-up and stage and a series of “no holds barred” essays
on the performance and business of mentalism.

Here are the Chapters...  Crossing Over, The
Pro-Envelope, The Classics, Stage Mentalism,
Parlor Mentalism and The Symbology Deck.

If you are a professional mentalist, you’ll be itching
to try some of these techniques, and if you’re
moving from magic to mentalism, this book
provides not so much a road map as a GPS.

$75
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Working With Cards

Card To Wallet
The Book

By Jerry Mentzer
Long out of print, we have a few copies available
in perfect condition!

The Card to Wallet effect is one of the strongest
possible close-up effects with cards. Properly
performed, it is incomprehensible to spectators.
Ungimmicked wallets are featured in one large chapter
of the book. Other chapters are devoted to many of
the fine gimmicked wallets available, including Himber
Wallet, Mullica Wallet and LePaul Wallet. Methods
described range from those requiring virtually no skill
to more advanced methods that require familiarity with basic

card handling methods.

This book has a hardcover, with 166
illustrated pages.

See page 15 for for the Mullica
Wallet and Card To Wallet (Balducci
style).

 $45

The Impostress Princess
Expanded

By Peter Tappan
The Impostress Princess is a card routine which
has been published under many different titles with
versions and variations by many of the leading card
magicians of the 20th Century. It is basically a multiple
divination of thought-of cards (usually five
different cards by five different
spectators) using a cross-reference or
matrix principle. This book contains
a very detailed description of the many
methods used to accomplish this
seldom seen routine and even more
subtleties, ploys and subterfuges that

make it seem like mind reading.

This expanded edition includes additional routines by:
David Devant, John Mendoza, Irv Weiner, Bruce
Bernstein, Mike Powers, Phil Goldstein, Barrie
Richardson and Jim Steinmeyer.

 $40
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Mysterious & Meaning
Magic Square

Methods And Tricks
By James J. Solberg

This book introduces two previously
unknown methods for constructing 4-by-4
magic squares. Once you learn how, you

can build such magic squares quickly, directly, in real time
without having anything memorized or hidden in crib notes.
The methods are easy to learn and to perform, because
you never have to add more than two numbers at a time.
In addition, they offer unprecedented control over the
outcome.

For example, you can predict before you start, that 52
symmetric patterns will attain the same total. In addition to
the usual tricks (any chosen sum, any number in any cell),
you can perform many magic square tricks and stunts that
would have been impractical without these new techniques,
such as constructing a reversible magic square like the one

on the cover. You will also acquire a toolkit to design your own tricks, as well as tips
to ensure a maximum-impact presentation.

 $60
Slash, Hack & Saw!
By T. Everett Booking, III

& Lary Kuehn
Build It And The Spirits Will Come!

The book features 178 pages, at 8 x 10. It’s very
detailed and features hundreds of photos, images
and illustrations. Its a step-by-step tutorial that teaches
you how to build a variety of props specially for
readings, seances, and/or creating the true “haunt”
feeling.  The book is very well thought out, featuring
large easy-to-read font sizes, and a ton of large
images and illustrations which are clearly defined and
easy to see from a distance.

Contents include:  Acknowledgments, Foreward,
Introduction, Le Box, The Build Begins, Traveler’s
Table, A Useful Gadget, Little Slates For Small
Messages, A Crystal Clear Message, The Connected
Disconnect Box and Final Thoughts.

 $75
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Jerry Mentzer Presents...

Magic With Finger Rings
If you want to learn magic with rings, this book
is for you! This book contains professional
routines from the minds of their creators—
Richard Himber, Steve Dusheck, Bill
Kalush, Jim Ryan, Scotty York, Earl
Nelson, Dan Garret, Michael McGivern,
Roland Hurley, Nemoto Mentzer and lots

more!

Over 35 routines, from
the above artists, detailed
in three chapters: The
Spectator’s Ring
Links; Ropes, Rods
& A Ring and finally Assorted Tricks With Rings.
You will learn sleights and moves you never knew before.

This is a fabulous book that has been hidden for years. Over 80 pages of
professional effects with over 100 illustrations. “Well worth your time and
money!”  --Joe Stevens

 $25

Counts Cuts Moves
And Subtlety

This is a book of basic card techniques. It
is a great book for beginners! If you have
long wondered where to learn the
sleights, counts, spread and moves that
card books talk about—this is the Bible.

Learn the Biddle Move, Hamman Count, Veeser Count,
Olram Subtlety, Elmsley Count, Jordan Count, Simple
Spread, Back Spread, Buckle Count, Ascanio Spread, Open
Count, Smile Count, Smile Count, Spirit Count, Downs

Change, Haback Count and lots more! Over 70 pages of
instructions and photos of the moves you need.

 $10
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